
COOKIES POLICY 

 

In this Cookie Policy any reference to we, us and our is a reference to Sarah Smart trading                  
as Smart Engagement A.B.N.50 290 733 495.  

What are cookies?  

Cookies are small pieces of information that are temporarily stored on your computer (or              
other internet enabled devices) when you visit a website. Cookies usually contain the name              
of the website from which the cookie has come from and the lifetime of the cookie (i.e. how                  
long it will remain on your device). 

How are Cookies used on this website?  

We use cookies to collect aggregated information about us of our website. We may also use                
cookies to remember your preferences, tailor content, improve your experience in dealing            
with our website and to observe your behaviour. 

Which Cookies does this website use? 

The following table sets out the cookies used by our website, as well as their purpose: 
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How long do cookies stay on my computer/device? 

Persistent cookies – these cookies will allow our website to recognise you when you return               
to our website at a later date. This provides us with useful analytics, which assist us to                 
optimise our website and your visits. 

Session cookies – these cookies exist only for the life of your current visit, whilst you have                 
your web browser open. They’re not stored on your computer and are deleted, when you exit                
your web browser. 

How can you control the use of Cookies by this website? 

Your Internet browser should have settings, which allow you to control the placement of              
cookies on your computer or device. You can change the settings to allow or block the                
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storage of cookies. Alternatively, you can adjust your browser settings to provide alerts when              
a cookie is being sent for storage on your computer or device. Please refer to your Internet                 
browsers manual or help function for more information on adjusting the settings of your              
specific browser. Alternately, you may click on the links provided above in the Privacy              
Choices section of the table. 

Please email us if you have any questions or comments about our Cookies Policy. 

 

Cookies Policy last updated on 19 June 2018. 
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